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Framework
• The accumulation of space debris is rising environ-
mental and safety problems.
• Guidelines for the mitigation of space debris by
promoting their reentry for better use of the space
environment.
• Risk assessments must be performed in order to
accurately predict the demiseability of the objects to
avoid causing damage on the ground or any harm
to the population.
Investigation of the Fragmentation
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Research Objectives
By 2021 the number of debris objects larger than 1 cm orbiting around Earth
is almost reaching 1,000,000. [1-2]
Motivation
• Trajectory predictions of enhanced accuracy are
required to minimize on-ground risk.
• Fragmentation has a high impact on the demise-
ability of the debris and on the ground footprint.
• Literature concerning fragmentation is incomplete.
• Lack of experimental tools
Conceptual illustration of the Tiangong-1 space station’s re-entry. [3]
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• Characterize the process leading
to breakup and determine where
the loads concentrate
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• Determine scaling for mechanical
properties
• Develop an experimental metho-
dology for fragmentation analysis
• Improve method of fragmentation altitude prediction
• Stationary model tests in Longshot and in H-3:
Investigate specific points of the fragmentation
trajectory in terms of aerodynamic characteristics,
flow topology, and heat-fluxes.
Causes and consequences of the fragmentation
• Analyze the pre- and post-breakup aerodynamic
and thermal loads, the motion of the objects, their
interactions, and extrapolate to flight.
Fragmentation of ATV [4]


















• Estimate the re-entry path and the aerodynamic and
thermal load with the VKI Trajectory code.
Structural analysis
• Calculate how the loads are acting on the body,
identify the weak points, investigate the appropriate
mechanical scaling.
Wind tunnel tests
• Free-flight tests in Longshot:
Identify the aerodynamic characteristics, separation
behavior, fragment trajectories, limitations of testing.
